FEATURES
IDW ’19 will integrate thirteen workshops in specialized fields playing important roles in information display technologies. Each technical session will consist of oral presentations or poster presentations. Detailed and fruitful discussions on each specialized R&D update will be provided.

SCOPE
• 3D / Hyper-Realistic Displays
• Active-Matrix Displays
• Display Electronic Systems
• Emissive Technologies
• e-Paper
• Flexible Electronics
• Human Factor
• Interactive Technologies
• Liquid Crystal Science and Technologies
• Manufacturing, Process and Equipment
• Materials and Components
• MEMS
• OLED Displays and Organic Devices
• Oxide-Semiconductor TFT
• Projection and Large Area Displays
• User Experience and Cognitive Engineering

SPECIAL TOPICS
• AI and Smart Society
• AR / VR and Hyper Reality
• Automotive Displays
• Micro / Mini LEDs
• Quantum Dot Technologies